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Abstract
Traditional personalized support tools rely on generalized interventions such as scheduled and prewritten
notifications and text messages. However, they overlook the dynamic nature of individuals’ schedules,
which may prominently influence how users receive and react to the intervention. Intervening at the
wrong time may lead to less effective outcomes or those deviating from the intended impact. This paper
proposes an approach that leverages dynamic contexts from users’ digital calendar data, interactions
between users and our system, and OpenAI’s GPT-4 large language model (LLM) to create time-sensitive,
context-aware text messaging interventions that proactively manage stress. Through future work on
an associated study involving 20 participants, we will investigate the impact of LLM- versus expert-
generated text messages on stress reduction to gather insights on how expert-generated messages can
be enhanced and reveal the potential benefits of such an intervention design. Potential findings will
highlight necessary factors to consider for a helpful, time-sensitive intervention and important design
considerations for LLM-supported tools for stress reduction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Stress is a state of mental or emotional strain resulting from demanding circumstances. While
stress is a common experience in the workplace [1], academic settings [2], and even in one’s
personal life, chronic or excessive stress can cause mental and physical illnesses [3]. Common
existing stress management methods employ a one-size-fits-all approach, where individual
differences in stress responses and preferred coping methods are not accounted for [4, 5, 6].

Digital calendars have evolved into indispensable tools, serving as repositories of our commit-
ments in both personal and professional spheres. They offer a comprehensive snapshot of our
daily routines, indicating periods of availability and potential stress triggers, such as frequent
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meetings and brief breaks, which have been found to be an indicator of increased workplace
stress [7, 8]. Integrating text messaging systems with digital calendars presents a unique oppor-
tunity to leverage this wealth of information for personalized stress management interventions.
For example, by analyzing calendar data, moments for intervention can be identified, prompting
users to take short breaks during hectic schedules.

Traditional approaches to stress reduction often rely on generalized interventions or consis-
tent user input [9], overlooking the nuances of individual schedules and routines [10]. However,
a promising approach lies in the intersection of leveraging digital calendar data, Large Language
Models (LLMs), and text message interventions. LLMs have demonstrated promise in providing
personalized support in practicing mindfulness [11], providing learning feedback [12], and
intelligent writing [13]. By utilizing text and time-based digital calendar data, LLMs may possess
the power to compose text messages tailored to the user’s daily schedules by seeding relevant
information from calendars within the messages and sending time-sensitive reminders. Text
messaging services have shown success in aiding behavioral change for physical and mental
health challenges, including sending motivational quotes to motivate physical exercise [14, 15],
smoking cessation [16], and reducing alcohol consumption [17].

We aim to run a study enrolling 20 participants in our text messaging system to investigate
the impact of LLM- versus expert-generated text messages on stress reduction. By collecting
participants’ ratings of text messages, we will analyze factors (such as message content, length,
delivery time, selected event) that contribute to a stress-reducing intervention, and gather
insights on how expert-generated messages can be enhanced using LLMs. By investigating the
potential benefits and challenges of this approach, we aim to contribute to efforts in designing
adaptive algorithms that can support behavior change.

2. RELATEDWORK

The integration of digital interventions into lifestyle management and mental health care has
garnered significant attention from researchers [18]. Informed by previous works, our study
combines text message interventions with the use of calendar data and LLMs, each element
playing a vital role.

Text messaging interventions are not only cost-effective and prevalent tools, but can success-
fully induce behavior change in a variety of contexts [7, 19]. Contexts can be internal, such as a
person’s emotional state, self-efficacy, or motivation; or external, such as their environment
and daily schedule. Although text messaging interventions have shown promise in several
applications, MacDougall et al. [18] note a clear lack of discussion in existing research about
implementation details, including considerations about the “bidirectionality of texting” and the
level of tailoring and personalization that current text message interventions offer. In our study,
we introduce a bidirectional channel of communication with the user, where each subsequent
interaction from the user will enable more potential for personalization in future text messages
sent.

Numerous studies have also explored the use of digital calendar data to provide personalized
interventions [7, 20, 21, 22]. Howe et al. [7] and Kocielnik et al. [20] analyzed data from popular
calendar platforms like Microsoft Outlook to predict patterns of stress and deliver interventions



accordingly. Baras et al. [21] used calendar data and mood indicators to send a wide range of
encouraging personalized push notifications to students. Tateyama et al. [22] even propose
developing a deep-learning model that can predict a subject’s mood based on their calendar
information. Given the effectiveness of utilizing calendar data to deliver interventions from
these previous works, we have incorporated the same into our research alongside tools like
LLMs in hopes of maximizing the personalization of text messages sent by our system.

LLMs, despite being evolving tools, have been used to personalize content for users based on
provided data in several contexts: as educational chatbots utilizing student data [23], coding
assistants utilizing code and prompt data [24], and procrastination-management interventions
utilizing users’ self-reported circumstances [25]. These existing use cases achieve decent user-
reported satisfaction and user experience [23], as well as accuracy and relevance in generated
content [24]. This is an encouraging opportunity to leverage LLMs with contextual factors, like
calendar data, to tailor messages that are relevant, helpful, and potentially aid in stress relief.

Howe et al. [7] found that, even though digital micro-interventions can effectively reduce
short-term stress, personalization of delivery timing and content type can improve user engage-
ment and stress reduction outcomes. The importance of contextual factors is also emphasized
by many other previous studies [26, 27, 28]. Bhattacharjee et al. [27] revealed how dynamic
context factors, like one’s daily schedule, are prominent in influencing how users receive and
react to text messages. Their study participants highlighted the importance of message volume
and time sensitivity as adaptive factors for a successful text messaging system. Our research
into combining the dynamic contexts mentioned has the potential to create time-sensitive,
context-aware interventions that proactively manage stress.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN

We are developing a system to help us further understand how personalized text message
interventions can reduce stress and improve general mental well-being. Because LLMs are
still an emerging tool, we are initially targeting the improvement of general well-being before
exploring how LLMs can be deployed in more sensitive contexts, such as ones where mental
illnesses are involved.

We demonstrate the sequence of events of a sample user interaction within our system
in Figure 1. After users provide their preferred phone number to receive text messages and
access to their Google Calendar, they are directed to their dashboard, where they can view past
messages received from our system.

The server selects events from a user’s calendar, generates associated messages using OpenAI’s
GPT-4 model [29], and schedules them, all within study parameters (see Section 4). To ensure
the relevance of scheduled messages, the system checks for updates to users’ calendars every
thirty minutes, adjusting scheduled times or message content if necessary. The server is also
responsible for handling user feedback via text message and storing it in an external database
for analysis.

Privacy was a focus when developing this application. Because all authentication is handled
offsite with authentication providers like Google, we do not store any sensitive information
such as usernames and passwords. In the future, we look forward to expanding support for



alternate digital platforms such as Microsoft Outlook.

Figure 1: Text Messaging Experience Flow

4. STUDY DESIGN

We aim to investigate how using LLMs to enhance expert-written text messages can improve
stress management among post-secondary students. Expert messages are messages designed
by experts based on psychology literature, scientifically verified to manage stress. This study
employs a randomized controlled trial design with two groups of participants.

The study will involve a total of 20 students enrolled in a large Canadian university. Par-
ticipants will be recruited to use our text messaging service, for which they are required to
provide permission to access their digital calendars. We will employ a within-subjects design,
where they will receive personalized messages tailored to their schedules over the period of
two weeks. Some messages will be written by experts, and others by an LLM that has been
given a sample bank of expert messages and additional contextual information. While users
will receive an equal number of messages under both conditions, the messages will be sent in
randomized order to avoid the effects of early or late receipt.

Participants will receive two scheduled text messages per day. The events will be randomly
selected, but one will be for an event before lunch and one will be for an event after to ensure
sufficient spacing between messages. In the LLM condition, thirty minutes before a selected
event on their calendar, participants will receive a prompt asking about their emotional and
mental state. A 15-minute response window will be provided; if they reply, their response, as



well as the summary and description of the calendar event, will be given to the LLM to inform
the subsequent personalized message. If no response is received within the window, a follow-up
message will be sent based solely on the user’s calendar information.

In both conditions, following each scheduled event for which participants receive text mes-
sages, they will be prompted to rate the effectiveness of the message in aiding stress management
following that event. Rating prompts will include questions such as, “How prepared did this text
message make you feel for the event?" Although prompts may vary, ratings will be quantitative
and on a numerical scale, though an opportunity for additional text feedback may be provided.
At the end of the two weeks, we will conduct interviews with participants to collect qualitative
feedback to gather more nuanced insights into their experiences.

This study design allows for an investigation into how LLMs can enhance expert-written
intervention messages. Analyzing participant ratings and responses from the interviews will
provide insights into the potential of LLMs in tailoring messages to individuals’ schedules and
routines to enhance stress management outcomes.

5. CHALLENGES AND NEXT STEPS

The progression of this study has encountered some notable obstacles, some of which merit
further acknowledgement and discussion. For instance, the quality of text messages the system
sends may depend on the actions of study participants within a time constraint. If a participant
is consistently unable or unwilling to respond to the first text message within the 15-minute
window, interventions will be solely based on the information from that participant’s calendar,
limiting the LLM’s ability to respond in a personalized manner. To combat this, we intend to
investigate further contextual factors we can collect to diversify sources of personalization. We
are currently exploring collecting additional user feedback prior to the study and potentially
incorporating data from mobile health sensors.

In the near future, we also hope to increase the robustness of the application itself by
utilizing GPT-4 to analyze user interactions and dynamically select the events for which to send
interventions, rather than simply retaining the data for manual analysis. This feature is one
we believe will greatly boost the mental well-being of users, as it will help prioritize events for
which they most require interventions.

6. WORKSHOP ACTIVITY

During the workshop, after going over our study, we would aim to engage participants’ insights
regarding the following questions:

• What are meaningful contextual factors we can manipulate with LLMs aside from calendar
information and mobile sensor data?

• Is the two-week period long enough to capture diverse changes in user schedules?
• Aside from calendar information and explicit user feedback, what other information

might we be able to analyze with an LLM to dynamically select events that are pertinent
to the user?



• This paper proposes sending a message 30 minutes before an event and waiting for
15 minutes. Are there alternate timings that could be more effective for getting user
responses, and why?

• How can we more concretely measure stress in users, aside from just using self-reported
ratings and interviews?

• Given the closed-source nature of GPT-4 and ChatGPT, how can we effectively identify
reproducible factors in successful or unsuccessful approaches within this study?
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